
Stunning New Research Finds “Miracle”
Supplement Cures Arthritis in Dogs
Most dogs see improved mobility…reduced joint swelling in weeks, and it even works on dogs with
advanced osteoarthritis.

Thousands of dog owners, who were previously resigned to standby and helplessly watch their dog suffer
from arthritic pain, are now thrilled watching their old dog act like a puppy again–thanks to a new
“miracle” supplement.

In study after study, lead researcher Dr. Lombardi discovered a naturally derived supplement that’s 100%
safe for dogs and…

● Reduces unbearable heat and swelling in the joints in just three weeks.
● Relieves debilitating pain, and in some cases completely cures pain, in only eight weeks.
● Restores normal movement in affected joints in as three months or less.

“In spite of the common belief that arthritis can’t be reversed or cured,” Dr. Lombardi said, “bones and
joints often aren’t irreversibly damaged.” “That’s good news. Arthritis in dogs isn’t permanent, even after
years of the debilitating onset.” Dr. Lombardi continued, “This supplement has proved to be a near
‘miracle’ cure and second life to dogs and a great relief for their owners.”

How the “miracle” supplement Dìnamic ™ works
“Nature designed a dog’s body to regenerate and heal,” explained Dr. Lombardi. “In fact, given proper
nutrition, nature’s goal for a dog is to function perfectly. That means the body wants to heal tissues, repair
joints, and find optimal health.”

But what’s proper nutrition?

Dr. Lombardi states, “Even if you are feeding your dog high-quality dog food that is considered proper
nutrition, it’s not always enough.” He continued, “Supplements are the key. They provide specific
nutrition and neutraceuticals that can’t be found in food alone.”

Through studies, Dr. Lombardi found that the supplement Dìnamic ™ provides the missing nutritional
elements that support nature’s design to rejuvenate tissue and heal joints.

Hundreds of loving pet owners have restored their dog’s joint health and mobility in less time than
thought possible.
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“Fountain of Youth!”
Pet's Name: Daisy (boxer), Lady (mastiff), Pet's Age: 6 years, 5 years,

Charlie Anderson struggled to find a solution that could restore
her dogs’ health and mobility. She had exhausted countless hours
in research and tried over half a dozen other supplements
“guaranteed” to work.

“I've been using this product for about a year. My oldest dog had
issues with mobility, my middle-aged dog was very lethargic and
stiff. I feed all three dogs a high-end dog food brand. After
starting the supplement, I noticed an improvement in both dogs
within a month. The older one easily jumps up now. The
middle-aged dog now has incredible energy, runs around like a
puppy again, and has regained full mobility. It's very obvious
that this supplement has improved their health and vitality
considerably. This is the third order I have placed in the last months, and I plan to make this supplement a
regular part of their diet. Thanks so much, Dìnamic.”

“I was hesitant. But now I’m a TRUE
BELIEVER!”

Pet's Name: Einstein Pet's Age: 9

Trudie Devine wrote, “My husband and I bought Einstein
as our last kid. After my husband passed, keeping Einstein
healthy and happy was even more important. So when
Einstein started getting a little stiff, I was very concerned.
Before I started using Dìnamic, Einstein seemed to lack
energy because he moved less, and then I found out it was
arthritis. Now he is feeling much better, consistently, and
smiles a lot. It does not work all at once, it was a climb to

get there. I am in full belief that this product has made my dog feel better and live better.”
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How to restore your dog’s mobility with Dìnamic ™
Dìnamic ™ is a powerful combination of the natural ingredients glucosamine sulfate, Krill oil,
chondroitin sulfate, Krill flour, and transformational herbs. These are the same high-powered ingredients
doctors prescribe for humans, making Dìnamic ™ 100% safe for dogs of all sizes and ages.

Dìnamic ™ easily incorporates into a dog’s daily meals. Just one 10 g sachet per day per 40 kg of weight
of the pet. “Feeding the sachets couldn’t be easier,” said Chow Chow owner Logan Fredrikson. “I just
feed the sachet alone or mixed with his favorite food.  And I always keep fresh water available.”  He
continued, “Daily dosing according to the instructions of once a day for 20 days a month and repeating
the dosage for two to three months was quickly made part of my daily and monthly routine. And now Mr.
Flash moves with the grace of a greyhound.”

How much does it cost?
According to Dr. Lombardi, doing nothing to relieve your dog’s arthritis pain has far greater costs and
repercussions than the price of the supplements. “After spending hundreds of dollars a month on making
homemade dog food to give my dog the best nutrition possible and still watching my retriever Rosie
struggle, it was a no-brainer to spend only €56.00 on a month’s supply of Dìnamic ™,” said Amy Wood
of Minnesota.

It’s easy to get started.
Just go to the Dìnamic ™ website here to order.

Ready to Restore Your  Dog’s Freedom?
There’s no need to watch your dog suffer any longer. And you can be sure of one thing…time will pass.
The question is whether or not your dog’s mobility and enjoyment of life improve during that time.
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https://www.dynamopet.com/en/dog/dinamic-large


Order Dìnamic ™ today and watch your dog’s mobility and freedom be restored. Watch your dog bounce
back, literally, and enjoy pain-free living.

Exclusive Offer:
Get this exciting limited-time offer from Dynamopet, makers of Dìnamic ™. When you order more than
one bottle of Dìnamic ™, get 25% off another bottle of Dìnamic ™ and get FREE SHIPPING to the
U.S.
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